DAY 1 — GOLF IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF PROS
• Play where the pros play at TPC Scottsdale Stadium Course. The course is the site of the Waste Management Phoenix Open. The PGA Tour’s most attended event and home of the famously raucous 16th hole.

DAY 2 — CAT A PRO SPORTS GAME
• Greater Phoenix is the home to teams in all four major American sports leagues:
  • NFL- Arizona Cardinals
  • NBA- Phoenix Suns
  • MLB- Arizona Diamondbacks
  • NHL- Arizona Coyotes
• Go behind the scenes of the Cardinals’ University of Phoenix Stadium of the Diamondbacks’ Chase Field in a public tour.

DAY 3 — DREAM DRIVING EXPERIENCES
• Live out your racing fantasies by getting behind the wheel at Bondurant School of High Performance Driving. The school offers a variety of heart-pounding driving programs.
• Join Desert Wolf Tours or Arizona Outdoor Fun for an off-road adventure through the desert.

DAY 4 — GOLF IN THE DESERT
• PING’s world headquarters are located in Phoenix. Golf enthusiasts can go behind the scenes with a factory tour.
• Get a true desert golf experience at courses such as Troon North, We-Ko-Pa, or Raven Gold Club at Verrado.

DAY 5 (DURING MARCH)
• Experience baseball heaven as 15 MLB teams compete in more than 220 games throughout the area during the Cactus League Spring Training.